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1. Chairman’s Information Request No. 1 (CHIR No. 1), question 1.a. asked the 
Postal Service to explain the proposed changes to the number of sampling areas 
and mail characteristic strata.1  As part of its response, the Postal Service states:  
“Ultimately, the decision on the number of strata was made by observing the 
outcomes of stratification based on a cluster algorithm that we apply.”2 

a. Please confirm that the mentioned algorithm is the same as the clustering 
program “CLUSTER,” mentioned in Docket No. R2006-1.3  If not 
confirmed, please identify the algorithm. 

b. Please explain how the mentioned algorithm determines the number of 
clusters.  Specifically, please clarify whether the number of clusters is 
chosen by the Postal Service as an input to the algorithm or if that number 
is, instead, an output of the algorithm. 

c. If the answer to question 1.b. is that the number of clusters is an input to 
the algorithm, please explain how the chosen input compares with the 
different numbers of mail characteristic strata that the Postal Service 
explored, and how the final decision on the number of clusters was made. 

 

RESPONSE: 

 

a. Partly confirmed.  The cluster algorithm in Response to ChIR No.1 refers to the 

procedures used in CLUSTER and STRAT1A collectively in Docket No. R2006-1.  

b. The Postal Service specifies the number of clusters, fifty, as an input to CLUSTER.  

c. The input number of clusters, fifty, is an arbitrarily large number.  Any large number, 

given that it is greater than the number of mail characteristic strata that are eventually 

chosen, can be used as input to CLUSTER.  The k-means algorithm applied in 

                                                             

1 Chairman’s Information Request No. 1, March 24, 2021, question 1.a. 

2 Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-3 of Chairman’s Information 
Request No. 1, March 31, 2021, question 1.a. (Response to CHIR No. 1). 

3 See Docket No. R2006-1, Library Reference USPS-LR-L-14, May 3, 2006, Word file 
“LR_L_14.doc,” at 5. 
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CLUSTER produces statistics such as R-Square, pseudo 𝐹 and 𝑡2 over the range of the 

number of possible strata, between 1 to the specified number of clusters, 50. Those 

statistics indicate that the point of diminishing returns sits in between 15 and 21 strata 

(as discussed in response to ChIR 1, question 1.a).  The selected number of mail 

characteristic strata (20) is an input to STRAT1A, which merges the 50 clusters (output 

of CLUSTER) further into the specified number of strata. 
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2. The Postal Service states:  “Considering the objectives of the financial reports 
that the ODIS-RPW system provides, and that only one survey is conducted to 
produce estimates for each quarter, we prefer an estimator with higher precision, 
although biased (further presuming that bias to be small), over an unbiased 
estimator with a large variance.”  Response to CHIR No. 1, question 3.b.  The 
Postal Service also states:  “[T]he current simple expansion estimator is 
inefficient; not drawing on the correlations available with other data that a ratio 
estimator such as the estimator that is proposed here would draw upon.”  
Petition, Proposal One at 10. 

a. Please confirm whether the quoted passages imply that the variances of 
the currently produced estimates are large enough to cast doubt on their 
reliability as estimates.  If not confirmed, please explain. 

b. Please confirm whether the lack of precision of the currently used 
expansion estimators is among the main reasons that lead the Postal 
Service to propose the ratio estimators.  If not confirmed, please explain. 

c. Please confirm that the Postal Service’s preference of the ratio estimators 
over an unbiased estimator with a large variance is based, at least partly, 
on the argument that, in the context of Proposal One, the potential biases 
are mitigated by the large sizes of the involved samples.  If not confirmed, 
please explain. 

d. Please confirm whether the large variances of the current estimators can 
be reduced by increasing sample sizes.  If not confirmed, please explain. 

 

RESPONSE: 

a. Not confirmed. The quoted passages do not imply that the variances of the current 

produced estimates are large enough to cast doubt on their reliability.  As previously 

provided in Prop.1.Public.Impact.Attachement.xlsx and Prop.1.Nonpublic.Impact.xlsx, 

CVs of the current produced estimates are satisfactorily small and we are confident in 

their reliability. The first quoted passage is intended to express that, among our criteria 

for choosing estimators, unbiasedness is not an imperative property of estimators for 

our purpose. This is a general statement that, for any fixed sample size, expansion 

estimators are less efficient than ratio estimators, given the availability of a correlated 
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auxiliary variable. The second quoted passage only observes that there are estimators 

that lead to estimates with higher precision than the current estimator, without implying 

that the current estimator is unreliable. 

b. Not confirmed. The ratio estimator was not proposed due to the lack of precision of 

the currently used expansion estimators. The proposed ratio estimator provides more 

precise estimates than the current estimator under a reduced sample size, which is the 

main reason to propose the ratio estimator. 

c. Confirmed.   

d. Confirmed. The variance of the current estimator (or any estimator) is reduced further 

by increasing sample size. 
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3. The Postal Service states:  “If this request were approved, it would enable 
significant reductions in manual data collection costs in this program, eventually 
saving the Postal Service millions of dollars per year.”  Petition, Proposal One at 
1.  Please explain how the Postal Service intends to use the predicted savings if 
Proposal One is approved, including whether any amount will be utilized to 
improve the quality, accuracy, or completeness of data contained in the Postal 
Service’s annual periodic reports to the Commission.  See 39 C.F.R. § 
3050.11(a). 

 

RESPONSE: 

 

The Postal Service plans to fully capture the predicted savings from the reduction of 

manual data collection costs, and has no current plans to allocate resulting savings 

specifically to improve the data contained in the Postal Service’s annual periodic reports 

to the Commission, as opposed to more generally helping to relieve the relentless 

financial pressure under which the Postal Service has been operating over recent years.  
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4. The Postal Service states:  “In a typical quarter, ODIS-RPW estimates [account] 
for approximately 15 percent of the revenue and 11 percent of the volume in the 
RPW report.”  Id. at 10.  The Postal Service also states:  “ODIS-RPW primarily 
supplies official RPW estimates of revenue, piece, and weight for single-piece 
stamped and non-PC Postage metered mail and services.”  Id. at 2. 

a. Please confirm whether there are mail products, special services, or 
volume-variability estimation methodologies for which volume or revenue 
information is mainly supplied by ODIS-RPW. 

b. If the response to question 4.a. is confirmed, please provide the list of 
these mail products, special services, or volume-variability estimation 
methodologies and describe and provide any impact analysis of the 
proposed changes on these products or methodologies. 

c. Please specify what other data or systems typically reported or provided in 
the Postal Service’s Annual Compliance Report would be impacted by the 
proposed changes to the ODIS-RPW system. 

d. Please describe and provide any impact analysis of the affected data or 
system(s) listed in the response to question 4.c. 

 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 
 

b. Mail products and special services for which ODIS-RPW estimates account for 

more than 40 percent of total revenue or volume can be identified using the data 

provided in the Proposal Excel Impact file, tab “RPW Curr CV” (previously 

provided under seal in USPS-RM2021-3-NP1). They are First-Class Single-Piece 

(FCSP) Stamped Letters, FCSP Meter Letters, FCSP Cards, First-Class Flats, 

Certified Mail, Return Receipt, USPS Mail, Signature Conformation (Market 

Dominant - Other Domestic Ancillary Services), Special Handling (Market 

Dominant - Other Domestic Ancillary Services), and Adult Signature (Competitive 

- Other Domestic Ancillary Services).  CV impact analysis was also provided in 

the Proposal Excel Impact file for these mail products and services. There are no 
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volume-variability estimation methodologies for which volume or revenue is 

mainly supplied by ODIS-RPW. 

 
c. Coverage Factors for Flats Cost Models, Parcel Cost Models, and Priority Mail 

Transportation Model; Shape Indicia (within Mail Characteristics Studies); and 

Billing Determinants. 

d. The following paragraphs discuss the various data and systems.  

 

Coverage Factors in Flats and Parcel Cost Models: 

Coverage factors (filed in USPS-FY20-14) are estimates of the percentage of 

mail volume in a given period of time that encounters various equipment and 

technologies. Coverage factors use MODS data, Mail Direction file and ODIS-

RPW data.  MODS data are used to identify the sortation technologies used at 

each “covered” facility. The Postal Service’s MAILDIRECTIONv2 file is used to 

identify the physical location where mail for each 3-Digit zone is 

processed.  ODIS-RPW data are used to estimate flats volumes by 3-digit zones 

and parcel volumes by destinating plant. 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify the impact of changes in ODIS-

RPW data on the resulting coverage factors for flats and parcels. Random 

variation up to +/- 20 percent was introduced into the FY 2020 ODIS-RPW 

volume for each 3-digit zone or destinating plant.  In ten such scenarios, the 

resulting coverage factors generally only changed by a fraction of a percentage 
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point in either direction. By way of example, the baseline and 10 scenarios 

coverage factors for Periodicals are presented in the table below, and 

demonstrate that the coverage factors are robust even to relatively large shifts in 

ODIS-RPW volumes by 3-digit zone. The costs resulting from the cost models 

are not materially impacted by such small changes in the coverage factors. 

Furthermore, the Postal Service plans to investigate using data from Informed 

Visibility (IV) for this purpose instead of ODIS-RPW data. This would mitigate any 

remaining concerns about larger sample variation at the 3-digit zone level that 

may result from reducing the ODIS-RPW sample size, since IV is a census 

source rather than a statistical sample.    

 

Table: Periodicals Coverage Factors Under 10 Random Volume Scenarios 
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Shape and Indicia 

The RPW by Shape and Indicia (in USPS-FY20-14 and USPS-FY20-NP25) are 

estimates of revenue, pieces, and weight by shape and indicia. ODIS-RPW 

estimates are used to distribute mail activity by shape and indicia. Data on pieces 

paid via POS-RSS and Permit Imprint do not rely on the ODIS-RPW sample, 

thus they are unaffected by the sample reduction.  

 

A simulation replication study was conducted to identify the impact of changes in 

ODIS-RPW data on the resulting Priority Mail RPW by Shape and Indicia. Using 

the Q2 FY20 ODIS-RPW data, five random proposed sample reduction scenarios 

were generated. Five Priority Mail Shape and Indicia files were then produced 

and compared to the original Q2 FY20 Shape and Indicia file (see Shape Indicia 

Q2 2020 ComparisonTables.xlsx, being provided under seal in USPS-RM2021-3-

NP2). Overall the impacts to the number of pieces by shape (tab “Shape”) is less 

than 1 percent on average for flats and parcels and -1.5 percent for letters. On 

average the impacts to rate and weight per piece (RPP and WPP) for letters, 

flats, and parcels are very small.  Indicia piece impacts shift pieces away from 

stamped (-1.3 percent on average) and toward metered-online postage (+1.2 

percent on average). The most variation occurs in the very small “Other” 

category which is comprised of multiple-indicia (non-stamped) pieces and pieces 

with missing indicia information.  
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This analysis does not include the replacement of statistical estimates with non-

contract domestic PC Postage census data. See Docket No. RM2020-6, Order 

No. 5515 (May 19, 2020). If this analysis was done on a later quarter, the 

variation of the metered-online indicia revenue would be even less. 

 

Billing Determinants 

The domestic market dominant and competitive billing determinants (filed within 

USPS-FY20-4 and USPS FY20-NP1) would have the same products affected as 

those affected in the RPW report, including changes at the rate cell level. 

Priority Mail Transportation Model 

The Priority Mail Transportation cost models (FY2020ParcelsCostModel.xlsx  

and FY2020FlatsCostModel.xlsx, filed in USPS-FY2020-NP27) develop costs for 

Priority Mail by zone for parcels and for flats. These models use ODIS-RPW data 

for the average weight and cube for each rate category, and for the shares of 

flats and parcels for appropriate rate categories. Because these are national 

average estimates -- reflecting the number of samples obtained by ODIS-RPW, 

not estimated separately for each geographic region -- the number of samples 

used for these estimates is very high. The proposed reduction in sample size 

would have little impact on the estimated cubes or percentage of flats. The 

magnitude of the differences is similar to the small impacts seen in the Shape 
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Indicia Q2 2020 ComparisonTables.xlsx file being provided under seal in USPS-

RM2021-3-NP2.  

The transportation model also currently uses ODIS-RPW data to help develop 

the weights by zone for offshore locations. However, only the percentages by 

zone are needed, and the proposed sample reduction will have little impact on 

the percentages. Furthermore, the Postal Service is exploring the use of Product 

Tracking and Reporting (PTR) scan data to obtain equivalent information about 

the percentages by zone flying to and from the offshore locations. 
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5. The Postal Service has previously stated that the ODIS-RPW digital sample is 
also used to “enhance the estimation of [city carrier] delivered [Delivery Point 
Sequence (DPS)] volumes and replace a large portion of manual sampling of 
DPS letter trays by [City Carrier Cost System (CCCS)] data collectors.”4 

a. Please explain how the ODIS-RPW digital sampling program is used to 
enhance the estimation of delivered DPS volumes in the CCCS. 

b. Please distinguish the methodological and sampling differences between 
the use of the ODIS-RPW sample when it “primarily supplies” the data for 
an estimate and when it “enhance[s] the estimation” in the CCCS.  
Petition, Proposal One at 2; Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference 
USPS-FY20-34 at 27. 

c. Please specify the actual number of ODIS-RPW digital samples used to 
enhance the estimation of delivered DPS volumes in the CCCS in FY 
2020. 

d. Please specify the number of ZIP Codes included in the FY 2020 actual 
ODIS-RPW digital samples used to enhance the estimation of delivered 
DPS volumes in the CCCS. 

e. Please specify the number of ODIS-RPW digital samples that would have 
been used in FY 2020 to enhance the estimation of delivered DPS 
volumes in the CCCS, if the proposed changes had been in effect. 

f. Please specify the number of ZIP Codes that would have been included in 
the FY 2020 ODIS-RPW samples used to enhance the estimation of 
delivered DPS volumes in the CCCS, if the proposed changes had been in 
effect. 

g. Please describe the anticipated impact of the proposed reduction in the 
ODIS-RPW digital sample on the DPS volumes as estimated in the CCCS.  
Please include as part of the response any analysis related to changes in 
the quality, accuracy, or completeness of the CCCS-ODIS-RPW digital 
sample estimated DPS volumes.5 

h. Currently, for city letter routes in ZIP Codes not in the ODIS-RPW Digital 
frame, CCCS manual sampling of DPS mail at the route level is 
conducted.6  Please specify whether the proposed reduction in the ODIS-

                                                             

4 See Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-34, December 29, 2020, PDF file 
“USPS-FY20-34_CCCS_Preface.pdf,” at 27 (Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-34). 

5 The Postal Service asserts that:  “[r]eductions in digital ODIS-RPW testing have limited impact 
due to the current highly efficient sample design and ratio estimator.”  Petition, Proposal One at 12. 

6 Docket No. ACR2018, Library Reference USPS-FY18-34, December 28, 2018, PDF file “USPS-
FY18-34_CCCS_Preface.pdf,” at 28. 
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RPW Digital sample will impact the number of routes for which DPS mail 
is manually sampled in the CCCS.  Please explain the Postal Service’s 
basis for the response and provide any analyses supporting the response. 

 

RESPONSE: 

 

a. The ODIS-RPW Digital sampling provides the distribution keys for the 

majority of ZIPs in the DPS costpool and provides far more samples than 

would be available from manual sampling.  

b. There are no differences implied by the different phrasing.  

c. There were 3,902,784 digital samples from ODIS-RPW used for estimation 

within the DPS costpool in CCCS in FY20. 

d. There were 8,470 ZIPs included in the ODIS-RPW sampled data used for 

estimation within the DPS costpool in CCCS in FY20. 

e. The proposal to reduce ORPW-RPW digital samples by 50 percent would 

have led to approximately 1,950,000 digital samples in FY20. 

f. The proposal to reduce ORPW-RPW digital samples by 50 percent would 

have led to the inclusion of about 7,500 ZIPs. Of the ZIPs that had only one 

test, approximately 50 percent would have had no test under the proposal 

while the remaining 50 percent would have continued to have one test. Of the 

ZIPs that had two tests in FY20, approximately 25 percent would have had no 

tests under the proposal while the remaining 75 percent would have 

continued to have at least one test. The impact on ZIPs with more tests can 

be calculated similarly.  
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g. There will be no change to the expected value of the DPS volumes estimated 

by ODIS-RPW digital samples under the proposed reduction. There will be an 

increase in the coefficient of variance (CV). A reduction in sample size of one 

half will increase the CV of the ODIS-RPW portion of the estimate by 

approximately 1.4 (square root of 2). For the final CCCS volume estimates, 

the increase in CVs is expected to be slightly less than 1.4 to the extent that 

there will continue to be the same number of manual tests for ZIPs not 

covered by ODIS-RPW digital tests. For example, the CV for First-Class 

Single Piece letters is expected to be below 0.65 percent, for First-Class 

Presort Letters below 0.44 percent, and for Market Mail Letters below 0.43 

percent.  

h. There will not be any change in the number of manual samples. Even with the 

reduction in the number of ODIS-RPW digital tests, the CVs for the volume 

estimates in the DPS costpool will continue to be very low; see examples in 

the response to part (g) of this question.  
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6. The Postal Service has previously stated that the ODIS-RPW digital sample is 
also used to “enhance the estimation of [city carrier] delivered DPS volumes and 
replace a large portion of manual sampling of DPS letter trays by [Rural Carrier 
Cost System (RCCS)] data collectors.”7 

a. Please explain how the ODIS-RPW digital sampling program is used to 
enhance the estimation of delivered DPS volumes in the RCCS. 

b. Please distinguish the methodological and sampling differences between 
the use of the ODIS-RPW sample when it “primarily supplies” the data for 
an estimate and when it “enhance[s] the estimation” in the RCCS.  
Petition, Proposal One at 2; Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference 
USPS-FY20-35 at 11. 

c. Please specify the actual number of ODIS-RPW digital samples used to 
enhance the estimation of delivered DPS volumes in the RCCS in FY 
2020. 

d. Please specify the number of ZIP Codes included in the FY 2020 actual 
ODIS-RPW digital samples used to enhance the estimation of delivered 
DPS volumes in the RCCS. 

e. Please specify the number of ODIS-RPW digital samples that would have 
been used in FY 2020 to enhance the estimation of delivered DPS 
volumes in the RCCS, if the proposed changes had been in effect. 

f. Please specify the number of ZIP Codes that would have been included in 
the FY 2020 ODIS-RPW samples used to enhance the estimation of 
delivered DPS volumes in the RCCS, if the proposed changes had been in 
effect. 

g. Please describe the anticipated impact of the proposed reduction in the 
ODIS-RPW digital sample on the DPS volumes as estimated in the Rural 
Carrier Cost System (RCCS).  Please include as part of the response any 
analysis related to changes in the quality, accuracy, or completeness of 
the RCCS-ODIS-RPW digital sample estimated DPS volumes.8 

h. Currently, for rural routes in ZIP Codes not in the ODIS-RPW Digital 
frame, RCCS manual sampling of DPS mail at the route level is 
conducted.  Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY-20-35 at 
11.  Please specify if the proposed reduction in the ODIS-RPW Digital 
sample will impact the number of routes for which DPS mail is manually 

                                                             

7 See Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-35, December 29, 2020, PDF file 
“USPS-FY20-35_RCCS_Preface.pdf,” at 11 (Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-35). 

8 The Postal Service asserts that:  “[r]eductions in digital ODIS-RPW testing have limited impact 
due to the current highly efficient sample design and ratio estimator.”  Petition, Proposal One at 12. 
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sampled in the RCCS.  Please explain the Postal Service’s basis for the 
response and provide any analyses supporting the response. 

 

RESPONSE: 

 

a. The ODIS-RPW Digital sampling provides the distribution keys for the 

majority of ZIPs in the DPS costpool and provides far more samples than 

would be available from manual sampling.  

b. There are no differences implied by the different phrasing.  

c. There were 2,064,087 digital samples from ODIS-RPW used for estimation 

within the DPS costpool in RCCS in FY20. 

d. There were 6,478 ZIPs included in the ODIS-RPW sampled data used for 

estimation within the DPS costpool in RCCS in FY20. 

e. The proposal to reduce ORPW-RPW digital samples by 50 percent would 

have led to approximately 1,000,000 digital samples in FY20. 

f. The proposal to reduce ORPW-RPW digital samples by 50 percent would 

have led to the inclusion of about 5,600 ZIPs. Of the ZIPs that had only one 

test, approximately 50 percent would have had no test under the proposal 

while the remaining 50 percent would have continued to have one test. Of the 

ZIPs that had two tests in FY20, approximately 25 percent would have had no 

tests under the proposal while the remaining 75 percent would have 

continued to have at least one test. The impact on ZIPs with more tests can 

be calculated similarly.  
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g. There will be no change to the expected value of the DPS volumes estimated 

by ODIS-RPW digital samples under the proposed reduction. There will be an 

increase in the coefficient of variance (CV). A reduction in sample size of one 

half will increase the CV of the ODIS-RPW portion of the estimate by 

approximately 1.4 (square root of 2). For the final CCCS volume estimates, 

the increase in CVs is expected to be slightly less than 1.4 to the extent that 

there will continue to be the same number of manual tests for ZIPs not 

covered by ODIS-RPW digital tests. For example, the CV for First-Class 

Single Piece letters is expected to be below 2.2 percent, for First-Class 

Presort Letters below 2.8 percent, and for Market Mail Letters below 2.6 

percent. 

h. There will not be any change in the number of manual samples. Even with the 

reduction in the number of ODIS-RPW digital tests, the CVs for the volume 

estimates in the DPS costpool will continue to be very low; see examples in 

the response to part (g) of this question. 
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7. Please confirm that, under the current methodology, the ODIS-RPW digital 
sample is the primary sample source for the DPS volume delivered on rural 
carrier and city carrier letter routes based on the number of sample records in the 
SAS digital file.9  If not confirmed, please explain. 

 

RESPONSE: 

 

Confirmed. 

 

                                                             

9 Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-34 and Docket No. ACR2020, Library 
Reference USPS-FY20-35, SAS files “cccs_z_acr_fy20_final_pub.sas7bdat,” 
“cccs_z_acr_fy20_final_dig_pub.sas7bdat,” “rccs_z_acrfy20_final_pub.sas7bdat,” and 
“rccs_z_acr_fy20_final_dig_pub.sas7bdat.” 


